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“2015 was a fantastic year for trips abroad, both in the
holiday and business markets. Growth continued in the

first half of 2016, however, the UK’s leave vote in the EU
referendum and the resultant drop in value of the pound
has cast doubt on performance in the second part of the

year.”
– Fergal McGivney, Travel and Technology Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Perceptions of budget airlines has improved over the last two years
• Usage of premium economy on the rise
• Younger consumers and parents most willing to pay for onboard Wi-Fi

This Report analyses market trends, leading airline brands and innovations, as well as featuring
detailed consumer analysis, including: types of flight taken, types of airlines flown on, classes flown,
booking procedures, flight behaviours, and attitudes towards flights.
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Amadeus to tackle customer abandonment in the flight booking process

Etihad Airways rolls out its new iPhone app

Real time onboard seat auctions to be made possible

Ryanair plan to launch new corporate jets

Launch Activity and Innovation
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Charter flights most likely to be booked in-store
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Smart TV bookings are one to watch for the future
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A quarter of consumers willing to pay for Wi-Fi on long-haul flights
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Finding the cheapest flight
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Budget long haul appeals to younger frequent flyers
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Figure 66: Attitudes towards flights II (2), June 2016

More parents think premium economy is worth it, while young frequent flyers are open to long-haul flights on budget carriers
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